We derive a new (lower) inequality between Kendall's τ and Spearman's ρ for two-dimensional Extreme-Value Copulas, show that this inequality is sharp in each point and conclude that the comonotonic and the product copula are the only Extreme-Value Copulas for which the well-known lower Hutchinson-Lai inequality is sharp.
Introduction
It is well known that, on the one hand, Kendall's τ and Spearman's ρ are both measures of concordance, and that, on the other hand, they quantify different aspects of the underlying dependence structure [5] . Although a full characterization of the exact region Ω determined by all possible values of Kendall's τ and Spearman's ρ was only recently provided in [15, ] , it has been well-known since the 1950s that for (continuous) random variables X, Y the value of |τ (X, Y ) − ρ(X, Y )| can at most be 1 2 [1, 2, ] . For standard subfamilies of copulas like Archimedean copulas and Extreme-Value copulas the values of Kendall's τ and Spearman's ρ may differ significantly less, determining the exact τ -ρ-region might, however, be even more difficult than determining Ω has been since in subfamilies handy dense subsets (like shuffles of the minimum copula M in case of Ω) may be hard to find or not even exist.
In 1990 Hutchinson and Lai conjectured that for continuous random variables X, Y such that Y is stochastically increasing in X and vice versa (see [7, 12] for a definition and equivalent formulations) the following inequalities hold:
In the sequel we will refer to the first inequality in (1) as lower Hutchinson-Lai inequality and to the second one as upper Hutchinson-Lai inequality. A counterexample to the upper Hutchinson-Lai inequality (concerning the 3τ (X,Y ) 2 part) can be found in [12] , and the lower Hutchinson-Lai inequality was disproved in [11] . On the other hand, [6] provided a variational calculus based proof of the Hutchinson-Lai inequalities for an important family of stochastically increasing (continuous) random variables (X, Y ) -those whose underlying copula C A is an Extreme-Value copula. Extreme-value copulas (EVCs, for short) form an important subclass of copulas that naturally arise in various fields of application like hydrology [14, ] and finance [9, 10, ] , whenever maxima of i.i.d. sequences of random variables are considered. For more information on EVCs we refer to [3, 13, 4, ] and the references therein.
In the current paper we focus on EVCs and the lower Hutchinson-Lai inequality, show that it is only sharp for continuous random variables X, Y that are either comonotonic or independent, prove the validity of Conjecture (C2) in [15, ] , i.e.
and then show that this inequality is sharp. As scale-invariant quantities, Kendall's τ and Spearman's ρ only depend on the underlying copula, we will therefore directly work with EVCs C A and their corresponding Pickands dependence function A. Our original idea was to modify the ideas by [6] and to tackle ineq. (2) by tools from variational calculus. Considering that we were, however, not able to comprehend why the sets K α in the proof of Theorem 4.1. in [6, ] should be sequentially compact, we opted for another, new method of proof based on the sensitivity of τ and ρ with respect to certain modifications of piecewise linear Pickands dependence functions. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce some notation and recall basic facts about two-dimensional extreme-value copulas that will be used in the sequel. Section 3 derives ineq. (2) with the help of two lemmata that are (in our opinion) interesting in themselves. An outlook to future work and the appendix containing a technical lemma needed in the proofs completes the paper.
Notation and preliminaries
In the sequel C will denote the family of all two-dimensional copulas, P C the family of all doubly stochastic measures, i.e. the family of all probability measures on [0, 1] 2 whose marginals are uniformly distributed on [0, 1]; for background on copulas we refer to [4] , [12] , and [16] . For every C ∈ C the corresponding doubly stochastic measure will be denoted by µ C . Letting d ∞ denote the uniform metric on C it is well known that (C, d ∞ ) is a compact metric space. C ∈ C is called extreme-value copula (EVC) if there exists a copula B ∈ C such that C(x, y) = lim
It is well known that the following three conditions are equivalent [3, 13, 4, 12 , ]:
for all n ∈ N and all x, y ∈ [0, 1].
There exists a Pickands dependence function A, i.e. a convex function
holds for all x, y ∈ (0, 1)
In what follows we will only work with the convex set A of all Pickands dependence functions and let C EV denote the family of all extreme-value copulas. For every A ∈ A we will write C A for the copula induced by A according to (the right-hand side of) eq.
is nondecreasing and right-continuous on [0, 1]. The Pickands function corresponding to the minimum copula M will be denoted by A M , i.e. A M (x) = max{x, 1 − x}. Furthermore · ∞ will denote the uniform norm on A. For further properties of Pickands functions and their right-hand derivative we refer to [17] and the references therein.
It is well known that for every A ∈ A Spearman's ρ and Kendall's τ of the corresponding Extreme-Value Copula C A can be calculated as
In the sequel we will simply write τ (A) and ρ(A) instead of τ (C A ) and ρ(C A ).
A sharp inequality between τ and ρ
We are now going to prove the inequality ρ(A) ≥ 3τ (A) 2+τ (A) for all Pickands dependence functions A ∈ A and show that this inequality is sharp. Doing so we will first derive the result for the class of all piecewise linear Pickands dependence functions and then extend it to the full class A via a standard denseness and continuity argument.
For every x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) with x 0 := 0 < x 1 < x 2 < · · · < x n < 1 =: x n+1 we will let A x denote the set of all A ∈ A which are linear on each of the intervals
x , setting y i = A(x i ), the formulas for Kendall's τ and Spearman's ρ obviously become
For
will denote the subclass of all A ∈ A x fulfilling A(x 1 ) = y 1 . 
Obviously I 
x 1
x we have ϕ 
.
The subsequent two lemmata study properties of ∆ which turn out to be key for deriving a sharp lower inequality for τ and ρ.
, that x ∈ (0, x 1 ) and that y ∈ I A x . Then the following inequality holds:
Moreover, in case of y 1 < 1 and
x we have equality in (7) if and only if
, and y ∈ I A x . Using equation (4) and (5) a straightforward calculation yields
so both δ τ and δ ρ only depend on A in terms of x 1 , y 1 and y ∈ I A x . Having this we directly
implying that ∆(ϕ as well as the fact that A ≤ T x 1 ,y 1 implies τ (A) ≥ τ (T x 1 ,y 1 ) inequality (7) now follows. The second assertion is a direct consequence of Lemma 3 in [8] , which says that for arbitrary A, B ∈ A with A ≤ B and strict inequality in at least one point t ∈ (0, 1) we have τ (B) < τ (A) (for the sake of completeness we included the lemma in the Appendix). 
holds. Moreoever, we have equality in (11) if and only if ϕ equation (10) simplifies to
where
x,y (T x 1 ,y 1 ), T x 1 ,y 1 ) ≥ 0 it suffices to show that both, the nominator and the denominator are non-negative for every y ∈ I Tx 1 ,y 1 x , which can be done as follows: (i) Obviously N 3 > 0 so the sign of the nominator is determined by N 1 N 2 . Considering, firstly, that N 1 N 2 is quadratic in y, secondly, that N 1 N 2 is zero exactly for y ∈ {y 1 −(
x} (notice that the first point is not necessarily contained in I Tx 1 ,y 1 x ), and, thirdly, that the parabola opens downwards since the coefficient of the quadratic term is given by −x 1 (1 − x 1 ) < 0 the nominator is non-negative. 
The first summand is obviously non-negative, the same is true for the second one because of y 1 ≥ x 1 , and the third summand is positive since
Considering that the second assertion is a direct consequence of the properties of the nominator mentioned in (i) the proof is complete.
Building upon the previous lemmata we can now proof the main result of this paper. It confirms the lower part of Conjecture (C2) in [15] . In case of n = 2 vertices and
holds for all piecewise linear Pickands functions with n vertices. Suppose that x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n , x n+1 ) with x 0 := 0 < x 1 < x 2 < · · · < x n < x n+1 < 1 =: x n+2 , fix B ∈ A x and set y 1 = B(x 1 ). Since B can be represented as B = ϕ (x 2 ,...,x n+1 ) x 1 ,y 1 (A) for some piecewise linear A with at most n vertices, applying inequality (7) and inequality (11) yields − x attains its maximum at x = √ 6 − 2, which means that for
Conclusion and outlook
We have shown that in the class of EVCs the lower Hutchinson-Lai inequality is only sharp for the comonotonic and the product copula, derived a new inequality, and proved that it is sharp in each point. We conjecture that in the class of EVCs the upper Hutchinson-Lai is not sharp either. Deriving the best-possible upper inequality will, however, be harder than deriving the sharp lower inequality has been.
Appendix
For A, B ∈ C we will write A ≻ B if and only if A(t) ≥ B(t) for every t ∈ [0, 1] with strict inequality in at least one point.
Proof. If A ≥ B then C A ≤ C B holds and we get 
According to [17] , setting 
